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Frolicking with BCA Last May

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/frolicking-with-bca-last-may/

The May Rendezvous at Poet’s Cove on Pender Island was a welcome break from a winter in the
mountains that seemed to go on forever this year. As usual, the Rendezvous was well attended and fellow
sailors gathered at Poet’s Cove on Pender Island for a weekend full of socializing, music, hiking, feasting
and swapping stories and information. You know, another great gathering of like-minded bluewater
souls!

As usual, there were also bonus activities to keep us all entertained. Elaine Humphrey’s microscopy
session on the dock was really cool. I swung by out of curiosity and wound up staying for ages,
examining specimens Elaine had collected for us to examine. I learned how to use one of those eyepiece
monocle things (which I now know is called a loupe) and was astonished to see that teeny tiny baby
jellyfish have tentacles so fine you can’t see them with the naked eye.

I was lucky enough to be staying aboard the small but mighty Easy Rider, my daughter and son-in-law’s
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sporty 29’ Ranger. Fortunately, we all (including the dog, Spartacus) get along very well because if we
didn’t I would miss out on the amazing food!! It’s handy when your daughter is a foodie and has
removed a berth in her modest boat in order to accommodate a latté machine, fridge and freezer combo
and extra galley gadget storage space!

Fantastic food was the order of the weekend – and not just aboard Easy Rider. The potluck on Sunday
was a highlight, but Happy Appie Hour on Saturday and the breakfast on Monday were pretty awesome
as well.

Where I got a little lost and confused was in the Celtic knot-tying workshop led by Chris Stask (who was
also kind enough to coordinate from aboard the host boat, Inceptus). My getting lost in the intricate maze-
like patterns he had thoughtfully prepared for us to try was not Chris’ fault, I hasten to add. Lots of
people patiently wove their cords in and out and around and up and down and under and magically
produced gorgeous knotwork. Let’s just say I’m still working on mine…

If the knot-tying extravaganza was just a tad too salty for me, the sea shanties and singalongs were right
up my alley. It was great to see so many happy sailors gathered on the floating dock, singing away
accompanied by the various musicians who pulled instruments from below deck and helped us all make
merry.
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Lots of attendees also took part in the Gift Exchange and I’m sure glad I did as I am now the proud
owner of a pirate hat!

For those who wanted to go ashore and really stretch their legs, hikes (including an expedition up Mount
Norman) were an option, though for those of us who live in the Rockies it was such a pleasure to be able
to grub about on the beach I don’t think I reached an altitude higher than the coffee shop at Poet’s Cove!

Other prairie schooners also took part (yes, Bill and Cathy Norrie, I mean you!) though they did a lot
more sailing than I did. The Norrie’s scooted around the floating dock aboard Pixie with all sails flying,
proving that yes, it is possible to maneuver in tight quarters without firing up the inboard diesel, without
running aground, ramming the dock, or throwing any crew members overboard.

I can’t wait to get back to the coast and back on the water. My fingers are crossed that Dani, Toryn, and
Spartacus are willing to clear out my quarter berth and bring along an extra plate and set of cutlery to the
August Rendezvous so I’ll be able to attend. Hope to see lots of you there!!

Photos

You can see lots of photos from the May rendezvous at the BCA Shutterfly photo album. Have a look and
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you may find a few gems that bring back memories of a great weekend.

About The Author

Nikki Tate-Stratton

Boatless... for now - 

Nikki Tate-Stratton hasn't done nearly enough sailing, but she plans to change that as soon as possible!
Though she's done a bit of coastal cruising in the Gulf Islands, the Florida Keys, and the Caribbean, she's
still a novice when it comes to sailing offshore. A writer by profession, her job is conveniently portable as
long as she can find decent wi-fi from time to time. Nikki blogs more or less regularly at
darkcreekfarm.com/blog and hopes to contribute to Currents whenever she has anything vaguely marine-
related to talk about.  

_______________________________________________
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Heading for Paradise; Diverted by a Coup

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/heading-for-paradise-diverted-by-a-coup/

A Coup d’Etat! The Indo Fijian Prime Minister, Mahendra Pal Chaudhry, had been overthrown by a
group led by businessman, George Speight. There were mixed reports of violence in the capital city of
Suva so we had limited options in choosing our first landfall in Fiji, Melanesia, when we arrived August
15, 2000, after a five day passage from Tonga. We made landfall at Lautoka on the west coast of Viti
Levu, the largest island of the archipelago.
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We felt safe in Lautoka, which is the second largest city of Fiji and center of the sugar cane growing area.
The only visible legacy of the Coup were road blocks, protected vital points and of course, very few
tourists. There were many Fijians who had suffered major losses. In some cases, the Coup offered an
excuse to “settle” old scores, which threw many out of their homes and properties, which were burned or
forcibly repossessed. Indeed, the Canadian government sponsored a tent city outside Lautoka for
homeless citizens, mainly Indo Fijians. Incidentally, the forefathers of the Indo Fijians were indentured
labourers from India, courtesy of the British Raj. The deposed Prime Minister was the first-ever Indo
Fijian to lead the country. Melanesian Fijians predominate as land owners; Indo Fijians tend to be
merchants.

Our objective was to avoid troubled areas, so we obtained a cruising permit for the isolated Yasawa
Island Group. Two days after arriving, we set out for Navini Island on August 17 to pick up two guests.
Navini is one of the many outer Islands in the Mamanuca Island Group, due west of Lautoka, where there
is an upscale Fijian resort. We moored, met the couple and welcomed them aboard. The plan was to
cruise the Yasawas and then return to the Mamanucas, this time to Malolo Lailai  to join the Musket Cove
to Port Vila (Vanuatu) Regatta, which was to start September 16.
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We needed to provision, so we sailed back to Lautoka before setting out for the Yasawa Islands, located
to the northwest. There are some twenty islands in the group and navigation among them is tricky. The
reef strewn waters proved too demanding for charterers and the Moorings Charter base closed because of
many mishaps.  In fact, these islands were only opened to tourism in 1987, so at the time of our visit,
cruising yachts were still somewhat of a novelty. With our trusty chart plotter and some large scale charts,
we managed to pick our way through the area without incident, although we did have a close call or two
with reefs.

We provisioned at the exotic market in Lautoka, with its mingled scents of Indian spices and tidy bundles
of vegetables sold in “heaps”. We bought $60 worth of dried, ugly pepper plant roots called kava, which
our Indo?Fijian merchant wrapped in newspaper with ribbons for presentation. It is the custom to visit the
chief’s home on each island and take an offering. The protocol  is called Sevu Sevu. The powdered root
of a pepper plant mixed with water is described as a tranquilizing, non?alcoholic drink. It is much
esteemed by Fijians, Tongans and Samoans. It has reminded some visitors of dishwater.

In the Yasawas, the sun always shines! We had magnificent snorkeling, pristine beaches, good winds (not
to excess!) and, once again, friendly and generous people. We participated in the mandatory ritual of the
Sevu Sevu ceremony at three villages. We went to the home of the chief, sat on a straw mat, legs
modestly tucked to the side, placed the wrapped pepper roots at the feet of the chief who made an
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acceptance speech in Fijian, clapped three times and welcomed us to the village. Permission to snorkel,
walk through town and take photos is included. Sometimes the ladies roll out their mats with shells, sulus
(sarongs) and other handicrafts for sale, In one village, reminiscent of Palmerston Island, the people
compete to host visitors. A warm and religious family prepared a delicious Fijian lunch and gave us a tour
of the village. I took photos and showed the children their images on the camera. This provoked great
giggles. I visited a school where I read, Thomas’ Snowsuit, by Canadian children’s author Robert
Munsch, which had them rolling on the floor after a little explanation!  One evening we went as paying
guests to a Fijian home, where we were served a fantastic island feast. The extended family joined us and
it would not have been Fiji without lots of singing and dancing. Even Hugh got to dance with one of the
willowy, rhythmic young ladies!
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Soon it was time to sail to Musket Cove to prepare for the annual rally to Port Vila, Efate Island,
Vanuatu.  It was beneficial to join, as it offered a good support system for the passage as well as lots of
camaraderie.  The customs procedure was simplified and there were creative parties, including a pig roast
and a fun race to a small island resort with swim?up bar. We met some old sailing friends as well as many
new ones. Dick Smith, the resort owner, welcomed everyone. Scores of cruisers met, partied, went on
diving trips, snorkeled, and prepared for the passage.

Hugh sent an email on September 19, 2000: “Hello from the Musket Cove/Port Vila Rally! The 508
nautical mile (nm) rally departed Musket Cove at 1200 hours local time, on September 16. It was sad to
say goodbye to Fiji and we will miss the infectious and ubiquitous greetings of, “BULA,” from these
friendly people! We are in the rally for pleasure and never intended to compete, as we have two guests on
board who are somewhat unfamiliar with the boat. Our position today at 0022 hrs GMT/1222 hrs Fiji time
is 17 46.748 S/170 30.87 E. We are running about fifth last. Three vessels of the 32 participants have
already arrived at Port Vila, and others will arrive later today. I am convinced the first three put the diesel
hammer down to make it that fast! I’ll find out when we get there. We are about 365 nm along track with
140 nm to go. Day one we motored six hours and sailed thereafter. Our friends on Only Blue are 50 +
miles ahead of us, but they are competitive so must have been hanging canvas more aggressively than us.
Weather en route has been as bad as it can get outside of cyclone season. A South Pacific Convergence
Zone has dominated the weather picture. We have had many thundery squalls, with winds to 40 knots and
almost constant, moderate to heavy rain, sometimes zero visibility and a very grey sky. Needless to say,
frequent changes in sail configuration have been necessary. Finally, day three, we are seeing some sunny
periods. Now, intensified trade winds of up to 30 knots from the SSE have given us about seven knots of
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boat speed on a beam reach. This keeps the ride smoother than it might be, but still the motion is rough!
Present configuration is a double reefed mainsail, staysail, and a heavily reefed genoa. Our only damage
so far is a lost mainsail # 2 batten, which departed during a squall. Had I double reefed when I should
have, likely we would still have the batten. I assume the batten securing devices came apart. It was
fortunate that it missed the wind generator blades! In any case we seem to have left the squalls behind and
are moving like a freight train, with about as much noise! Our guests smile bravely and are surviving a
trying passage. I suspect expectations were much different than the reality of this experience.
Nevertheless, all is well on board, but gourmet meals have been replaced by granola bars and canned
stews and soup. Heather’s frozen casseroles have been a bright spot. If the strong winds continue, we
should arrive in Port Vila 21 hours from now.”

We did arrive within the expected ETA, but during the final night just after midnight, with Heather on
watch, our wind vane steering failed. At the time, wind was SSE 25 knots gusting to 35 knots and seas
were 2?3 meters. We were steering 260 M, making 6?7 knots, with double reefed mainsail, staysail, and
furled genoa. I was awakened by a crash and alerted to go to the cockpit by an obvious change in motion.
We were wallowing in the seas about 110 degrees off heading. I turned the yacht back on course and tried
resetting the wind vane steering but there was no response, so after engaging the autopilot I went below to
check. The wind vane steering quadrant had detached from the horizontal shaft. I found retaining bolts
sheared and the quadrant lying beneath the axle in a jumble of control lines. I left the mess alone.
Conditions were well beyond the limit of our back-up Autohelm 4000. Still, with a little hand help on the
weather helm side, it managed to maintain our heading. A guest hand-steered for a few hours to ease the
strain and we had no further problem reaching Port Vila. Custom formalities were minimal and we
secured on a well located mooring. We were still in time for the early arrival party that night!
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We came in fifth last and yes, the winners all motored in the light winds at the first part. Heavy weather
resulted in a number of yachts with damage. The sailboat, Imagine, a 60-footer, lost her vang and had a
70% crack at the base of the mast; serious damage! The sailboat, Ipou Kai, was missing for three days
and a search was initiated. She eventually limped in, with complete electrical failure and a broken boom,
just in time for the final Rally bash. Our only prize was for the smallest fish.

Heather emailed friends: “Vanuatu: what image do you have?” If you are like me, you had never heard of
it. When I began reading Lonely Planet, I pictured a very feral place with primitive rituals. Port Vila was
a pleasant surprise; a lovely secure harbour with restaurants, boutiques and delis reminiscent of France. I
must admit that any place would have looked exotic after our last passage – Rain, wind, “confused seas”
(translate as BARF!). It was not a pleasant introduction to cruising for our short term crew! When we
arrived, I competed in an, “I most hate to sail”, contest. To my chagrin, I did not win, but my friends all
supported me as most sincere.  However, once the passage was over, we quickly adjusted to marina life;
we participated in cocktail parties, dinners and champagne receptions. We feasted on pâté, Charolais beef
and coconut crab, all accompanied by Aussie wines. Secured to a mooring was bliss. I felt like staying
forever!

Our crew promptly headed for the best hotel in town, where we bade them “goodbye”. Our wind vane
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self-steering manufacturer provided email guidance to arrange repairs, which were simple with the help of
a local machine shop. In order to see as much local culture as possible, we joined a group of yachties to
fly to Tanna, a southern island.

It was an exciting glimpse of a primitive world. We traveled almost two hours at dusk over dirt roads to
see the active volcano. As we approached, the ground was thick with black ash. We continued over a
moon landscape and then walked a short distance to the edge of the crater. Unlike in developed countries,
there were no guardrails, souvenir stands or insurance disclaimers. However, we were aware of Lonely
Planet‘s warning: flying boulders, singed hair, and three tourists killed some years ago. The volcano was
fairly benign; some pretty fireworks and a few serious rumblings. We returned to our charming thatched
bungalow, dined well and (Bliss) soaked in a bath tub!

Our lovely little resort had a swimming pool and spectacular views of raging surf. Early in the morning,
local villagers were washing clothes in freshwater pools and laying them to dry on the hot black sand. In
the morning we piled back into 4×4’s and rode through lush tropical rain forest to a “Kastom Village”,
where ancient ancestral traditions are maintained. The serious ceremonies are tabu to outsiders, but they
do allow visitors to see the village and will perform dances for them. All houses are of woven leaves and
bamboo. There are kerosene lamps, but of course, no running water, television or general appliances. Men
and boys wear only a namba woven of palm fronds. Women wear grass skirts and are generally topless.
Small children are naked. The dances are animated and repetitive; circling and feet?stomping. At the end,
they come by to give a vigorous handshake. I bought a circlet of pig tusk and Hugh resigned himself to
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not being invited to participate in the boar?clubbing ceremony. Honoured women have two front teeth
ceremoniously knocked out. Boys go through a circumcision ceremony and are later isolated for some
time in a tree house.

Back in Port Vila, we joined yet another race, the First Port2Port Yacht Rally from Vanuatu to
Bundaberg, Australia. Before departing, we cruised north to see more of this amazing country and its
fascinating culture. We sailed from Port Vila on Efate Island to Epi and Malekula Islands before reaching
our Port of Departure, Luganville on the island of Espiritu Santo.

Next: Our Vanuatu cruise and final Pacific Ocean passage; 1033 NM to Australia!

About The Author

Hugh & Heather Bacon

Argonauta I - Beneteau 440

Hugh and Heather left the Caribbean Island of Tortola in 1997. Their route took them through the
Caribbean to Panama. They transited the Canal in May 1999 and once in the Pacific, they explored the
Galapagos and many South Pacific Island Groups enroute to Australia. September 2002, they departed
Australia sailing North of Africa, first through South East Asia and then the Indian Ocean and up the Red
Sea to The Med.. In 2004 they continued to Southern France. Next year they went on to Gibraltar,
Morocco and the many Atlantic Islands. In January 2006 they departed the Cape Verde Islands and
completed their circumnavigation off Grenada later that month. Two more years in the Caribbean brought
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them once again to the Panama Canal and in 2008, Argonauta I arrived in Sidney BC. 

_______________________________________________
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Where Is The Best Place To Install A Solar Panel On My Boat?

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/where-is-the-best-place-to-install-a-solar-panel-on-my-boat/

We get this question a lot and it all depends on what type of boat you have and how much solar “real
estate” you have available.

The first consideration is shadows.  If you own a sailboat, your biggest concern will be the shadows cast
by the mast, boom and rigging.  On a powerboat, you will have to consider the arch and antennas.

The best place to start is to determine how much space you want to cover in panels, and then purchase the
panels to fit the space.  On a sailboat, canvas dodgers and biminis are a great place to install flexible solar
panels, as they can be sewn directly into the fabric.  If you have a large hardtop, it is possible to glue
flexible panels directly onto the surface.  If you choose to go with rigid panels, then you will have to build
a frame or support to ensure that there is good airflow between the panel and the structure.  This is not
required for flexible panels.

When the sun is directly overhead, the rays are the most direct and intense.  As the sun becomes lower in
the sky, the same area of light covers a larger area of Earth, the intensity decreases and the solar panel
output decreases.  There is a solar angle calculator that estimates the optimum angle to get the most
energy from your panel.  It works like this: Take your latitude and add 15 degrees for the winter, or
subtract 15 degrees for the summer. For example: if your latitude is 50 degrees, the angle you want to tilt
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your panels in the winter is: 50 + 15 = 65 degrees. In the summer, it would be: 50 – 15 = 35 degrees. Of
course, this calculation varies based on your location in the world and the season.  You can actually buy
an automated solar tracker, but they are expensive and impractical on the water, especially if you are
anchored.

Some boaters who have chosen not to permanently install solar panels, and simply attach them to a railing
or lay them on the bow, will actually move the panels throughout the day. This is a big responsibility and
many boaters just simply forget.

Therefore, we recommend that you eliminate shadows, maximize solar “real estate” and install the panels
to take advantage of the most direct, overhead rays.

About The Author

Jeff Cote

Pacific Yacht Systems - 

Jeff Cote is a systems design engineer and owner of Pacific Yacht Systems, a full service shop delivering
marine electrical and navigation solutions for recreational boats. Visit their website and blog for info and
articles on marine electrical systems, projects and more: www.pysystems.ca.

_______________________________________________
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VI Chapter Celebrates BCA's 40th Anniversary

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/vi-chapter-celebrates-bcas-40th-anniversary/

A slightly cool and overcast evening in June was the perfect excuse to head to the cozy clubhouse at
Canadian Forces Sailing Association (CFSA) in Victoria and connect with other BCA members at the
annual VI Chapter BBQ. Nearly 60 members and VIPs were on hand to celebrate not only the delicious
food coming off the grill, thanks to an army of volunteers, but also BCA’s 40th anniversary.

After a chance for casual conversation and catching up – with many exciting stories of cruises past and
future flying around the room – attendees were well-fed with a combination of potluck goodies and
catering from Toque Catering. VI Vice Commodore Tony Roberts also sourced a delicious selection of
meats which were grilled to perfection by Peter McMartin and Chris Stask, with additional assistance
from Karin Wunderlich, Elaine Humphrey, Al Kitchen, Connie Morahan and Corinne Whelan.
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 Victoria Causeway plaque honouring the achievement of SV Belvedere, Captain Sven Johansson

Following dinner, all attendees gathered for a brief welcome from VI Vice Commodore Tony Roberts,
who introduced the attending VIPs in the room. This was a fascinating group of long-time and founding
members, including BCA Commodore Leslie Hansen; Victoria sailing royalty and BCA honorary
members Tony and Coryn Gooch; perennially-popular BCA instructor and lifetime member, Rick Ellis,
and many more. Each member was invited to say a few words about their past and present involvement
with BCA and boating in general. The entire crowd certainly enjoyed hearing these stories, with a
particular highlight being founding member Sven Johansson, still extremely spry at 93. He recounted
some of his adventures as owner of clipper North Star of Herschel Island, and as captain on a six-year
expedition aboard Belvedere, during which he became the first to sail a yacht from west to east through
the Northwest Passage (1982-1988).
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 Founding member,
Jill Sydneysmith, with her original BCA T-shirt and BCA’s first Commodore and founding member, Sam
Sydneysmith

Founding member, Jill Sydneysmith, was also very popular as she modelled her original BCA T-shirt,
featuring a bold rendition of the burgee on a red background. It’s a design many in the room mentioned
they would like to see make a comeback. Though unique, each story of connection to BCA revolved
around a shared love of boating and desire for the community and camaraderie offered by the
organization.
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 Barb Lyall and Brent Alley receiving their leaver package from BCA Commodore, Leslie Hansen, and
VI Chapter Vice Commodore, Tony Roberts

As so many long-time Doners were honoured, two soon-to-be-Doer couples, Barb Lyall and Brent Alley,
as well as Dave & Diane Cherry were presented with their “bon voyage” leaver packages. We wish them
all the best with their cruising plans!
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 Diane and Dave Cherry receiving their leaver package from BCA Commodore, Leslie Hansen, and VI
Chapter Vice Commodore, Tony Roberts

As the evening wound down and guests began to leave, each was presented with a commemorative glass,
laser-engraved with the BCA burgee and a note about the 40th anniversary. Spearheaded by VI Fleet
Watchkeeper, Daragh Nagle, these glasses are a gift from the VI Chapter Watch to all VI members. If you
did not receive your glass at the BBQ, we will have them at the Port Browning August Rendezvous, as
well as club nights throughout the fall and winter; look out for either Daragh or VI Communications
Watchkeeper, Dani Tate-Stratton, to receive your glasses.

Many thanks to all those who volunteered in the kitchen, at the door, or in the lead-up to the evening as
well as to CFSA for providing a fabulous space in which to host our event.

About The Author

Dani Tate-Stratton

Easy Rider - Ranger 29

Dani and her husband Toryn live in Victoria and when they aren't redoing the interior of their sailboat,
coastal cruise the Gulf Islands. Future cruising dreams include spending time in Europe, perhaps on the
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rivers and canals. In the meantime, they're learning as much as they can and very much enjoying listening
to the Doers and Doners who generously share their fabulous stories. 

_______________________________________________
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Vancouver Chapter Celebrates BCA's 40th Anniversary

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/vancouver-chapter-celebrates-bcas-40th-anniversary/

More than 100 Dreamers, Doers, Doners and friends gathered on June 13, to celebrate Bluewater
Cruising Association’s 40th birthday in style at the Vancouver Maritime Museum. The crowd was
welcomed by Vancouver Chapter Vice Commodore, Stephen Carlman and greeted by BCA Commodore
Leslie Hansen, on a sunny Wednesday evening.
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 BCA Commodore, Leslie Hansen and Vancouver Chapter Vice-Commodore Stephen Carlman
officiating the celebrations.

VMM Executive Director, Joost Schokkenbroek, congratulated BCA on 40 successful years and
emphasized the strong bond between both organizations, followed by equally entertaining reminiscences
from founding member, Blake Williams.
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 VMM Executive Director, Joost Schokkenbroek and BCA founding member, Blake Williams.

You can read a transcript of Blake’s tribute to BCA here.

Guests enjoyed free pizza and sushi while listening to Maritime music performed by Western Canada’s
folk band, Tiller’s Folly, who had some of the members swinging their legs on the dance floor in no time.
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 Tiller’s Folly getting the show started

A rotating power point presentation with photos of past BCA rendezvous and events took cruisers down
memory lane, and was responsible for many laughs and interesting conversations.
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 BCA members reconnecting and having fun.

The crowd started an impromptu “Happy Birthday” while the cake was cut and served for everyone to
enjoy.
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 Getting ready for cake!

Vancouver Chapter Watch Secretary Jaqualine Roussin’s recitation of Ted Long’s poems was just the
perfect conclusion for a splendid night, celebrating 40 years of seamanship and friendship.

Photos

You can see more photos of this fun evening on the BCA Shutterfly photo album. Thank you to BCA
member, Ian Cameron for his fabulous work as photographer for the night!

About The Author

Stefanie Schulz

Fortitude X - Beneteau 42

Stefanie got introduced to sailing as an adult, cruising in Germany and Denmark on a friend’s boat. After
moving to Canada, she spent the summer months on Lake Wabamun in Alberta enjoying her MacGregor
26. Her sailing experience when living in Australia was reduced to charter vacations in the Whitsunday
Islands. Stefanie and her husband bought a Beneteau 432 after moving to Vancouver two years ago and
are now enjoying the beauty of BC’s West Coast all year round.
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Blake Williams' Tribute to BCA

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/blake-williams-tribute-to-bca/

This year marks the 40th anniversary of the founding of the Bluewater Cruising Association. The
Vancouver Chapter celebrated this significant milestone in June at a special Club Night, held at the 
Vancouver Maritime Museum. Blake Williams, Past Commodore for the association, addressed the
membership in this compelling speech:  

Thank you. It is a genuine pleasure to be here tonight with fellow Dreamers, Doers, and Doners. Sailors
are adventurers and the best folks to be around especially at parties! It seems just a few sleeps ago that we
were celebrating our 25th anniversary.  How to try to capture 40 years in a few minutes?  I will do my
best to hit highlights of  early beginnings in Bluewater and later,  key undertakings to establish a
seaworthy, credible Bluewater Crusing Association (BCA) community.  I will move quickly as I stand
between eager dancers and one of my favourite local bands, Tillers’ Folly!

Early Days
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Shortly after the founding meeting, I learned about the plans to form the Association and attended the
early club nights in 1978. I joined in 1979 as a new member. I was amazed at the experience in the room.
The late Liv Kennedy had completed a circumnavigation, the Sydneysmith’s had cruised with their
family in the Caribbean, and so many others. Cruising families with children had them schooled at sea
with Ministry of Education mailings. The focus was not so much on racing round the buoys, but on the
skill sets a local weekend sailor needed to successfully cruise the oceans of the world.

The riddle was “What’s the difference between a racer and a Bluewater cruiser? “ Answer: “A Bluewater
Cruiser doesn’t adjust the sails until another mast comes over the horizon.”

Vancouver was a young city and served as a petri dish for boating . We were signing petitions to save the
old  WW2 building at Jericho Beach to create a local sailing centre, and to help create the Spruce Harbour
Co-Op liveaboard marina. Both accomplished!

Raising the Sails

Members were hungry for knowledge on how to actually do ‘offshore’, so BCA created speaker events
within the membership for club nights and hosted periodic guest speakers, with proven offshore
experience, who gave presentations at the Queen Elizabeth (theatre)  and John Oliver High School to
BCA members and the general public.

Many of the Honourary Members listed on page 17 of the (2018) Membership Directory  were
international and from this list. In addition, Susan and Eric Hiscock, Chay Blyth, Dr. David Lewis, Robin
Lee Graham (then the youngest single-handed sailor to circumnavigate, on the Dove) and others shared
their fears, strategies and wisdom. To promote these events, we had to take speakers to radio and TV
stations (CJOR and CBC radio, BCTV, etc.) to build public awareness and sell more tickets. The Internet
and BCA website has since changed everything.

To communicate with members, Currents was born and consider the evolution from early days!  We
learned about customs changes and immigration, health, and safety warnings from our offshore members.
Snail-mail letters from offshore members, with expensive postage was common then, where now polished-
fit-for-editing articles with amazing photos arrive by email!

Club meetings were at the Billy Bishop Legion on Kits Point, later moved to Granville Island, and then
after exploring ideas about buying the McDonalds barge left over after Expo ’86, we moved sensibly to
the Scottish Cultural Centre Auditorium, where we have remained since.

Cruising the Credible, Durable BCA

More thirst for offshore knowledge drove the need for more education; so navigation, provisioning, and
other classes were offered.  Consider the wealth of professional courses that BCA offers today in
Weather, Diesel Mechanics, etc.

Over time the Vancouver Island Cruising Experience (VICE) for Dreamers and the Fleets for those
planning to go offshore arrived, as did Bluewater Unofficial Rendezvous Places (BURPS) and Mid Island
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Sail Training (MIST).  Now we are the source of incredible decades of experience and expertise that we
can share with others.  Our members like Liza Copeland published books on the cruising life and shared
them with the world. Patrick Hill, Glenora Doherty, and other authors we see at the Vancouver Boat
Show share their knowledge with us. Does anyone remember the BCA cookbook based on members’
favourite recipes prepared at sea? Is it time to create another?

Awards were created and evolved… some serious  (999 and Offshore , Ted Long, Cape Horn,
Circumnavigation, and others listed on pages 21-22 of the Directory) and some tongue in cheek (Hill-
Padwick Bent Mast Award and Antares High Finders Award).

The evolution of the governance and Board of Directors with Association-wide member positions to
support the three chapters Calgary, Vancouver, and Vancouver Island, was another significant move.

I sincerely want to recognize and thank the 19 Commodores, the legion of Watchkeepers, members  and
volunteers who so generously contributed their time, efforts, and  creative ideas to maintain and improve
the Goode Shippe Bluewater Cruising and without whom we would not be gathered here tonight in
celebration of 40 years!  BCA is a unique gathering of amazing people.

T.S. Eliot wrote:

“We shall not cease from exploration, and the end of all our exploring will be to arrive where we started
and know the place for the first time.“

To that we might add “and to know ourselves and our vessels for the first time”!

In perfect hindsight, the Dreamers, Doers and Doners model for BCA adopted early on, has served us
very well.

As long as winds blow, as long as  seas and oceans beckon, as long as Dreamers dream, Doers do, and 
Doners come back and share their experiences, the successful spirit of BCA will continue. Thank you to
the organizers tonight and I look forward to seeing you at the 50th birthday party!

Fair winds, following seas, and many great adventures!

I raise a glass to BCA!

About The Author

Blake Williams

Sea Fever - Pacific Seacraft Flicka 20 

A BCA member since May 1979, Blake has sailed several boats and served many watchkeeper positions
over the years. In the Atlantic he sailed a Barnegat 23 and a Graves 30 (built in Marblehead, Ma by
Graves Boatyards), Lasers in Lake Ontario, charters in the Caribbean and in the Great Barrier Reef. In
Vancouver he acquired a Lightning 19 (“Yellow Boots, Sea So Blue, Wind is Free”), later an Alberg 30
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(“Antares”), and currently a Flicka 20 (“Sea Fever” with companion 11’ East Coast dory “Souriante”).

Two years after joining BCA, with knowledge gleaned from meetings and with one crew member each
way, he sailed Antares to, through, and back from the Hawaiian Islands navigating by sextant and ‘dead
reckoning’ when skies were obscured. Reaching "Terra Firma”, he sailed with the BCA Watchkeepers in
positions of Port Captain, Speakers, Vice-Commodore, Commodore, Past Commodore (twice), and on the
Helm. With Past Commodore Murray Napier he created the Antares Pacific Highfinders Award, and with
Past Commodore Peter Doherty and so many others installed several BCA mooring buoys in False Creek
to be a "welcome mat" for visiting offshore sailors. With Past Commodore Don Brown and so many
musical members of BCA, a concerted effort was made to include songs of the sea, sea shanties, and folk
songs at BCA rendez-vous. One good passage deserves another and Bluewater Cruising Association
membership is a gift that never stops giving!

_______________________________________________
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Aerobics At Sea

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/aerobics-at-sea/

I have been a participant in aerobics on and off for about thirty five years and when I am at sea, I have
devised a way to do a form of exercise while I am on watch.

First of all I made a playlist of my favourite music that has a good strong beat. Make sure it is at least the
length of time you want to exercise; mine is 40 minutes long and I just play it on shuffle.  Sometimes I
only do 15 – 20 minutes, sometimes more. Whatever type of music you like, you can find fast-paced
songs that will inspire you to move to the music.
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 Moving to the
music

Now you need to find a place that is safe for you to move around while underway. I choose to exercise
behind the wheel. That way I can hang on to the binnacle and/or the radar arch supports, if it is rough, and
I can also keep my eye on the instruments. All you need is a small space where you can lift your legs and
move your arms.

I choose to do my aerobics on night watch. I use headphones attached to my iPad, which sits on a cockpit
seat. I have so much fun, but I have to remember not to sing out loud as the Captain does not enjoy that.
The other thing is that you have to be light on your feet. Stomping also is not appreciated. Two added
benefits to doing it at night are, since there are only two of us onboard  I am alone and can be as silly or
as vigorous as I choose. And it is cooler at night, so I do not heat up as much as I would during the day.

Now that I am in my sixties, I have toned down the movements I use; the knee lifts are not as high as they
used to be. The arm movements include active resistance to increase the energy needed. Sometimes I
pump only one arm at a time, because I need to hold on with the other. For safety reasons when it is really
rough I wear a harness and hook into our jacklines, which are on either side of the cockpit.
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 Safely tethered in

Other times I just dance in place, doing a version of the Twist, making sure my hips and torso get a good
workout as well. I have great time flailing about while the boat races along, and it sure makes the night
watches go faster.

I also lie on my back on the cockpit cushions and do abdominal exercises. It is not ideal, but I am sure the
core strength you use just to stop rolling around is of great benefit. I use the slower songs to do squats,
which are great for the upper thighs and the buttocks. If you are inclined to try aerobics on the water, do
about five minutes of light movement and then do some stretching, after which you can go for it and
make your heart rate increase. Make sure when you are done to stretch all the major muscle groups. This
will help alleviate any stiffness, plus increase your range of movement, which is very important to
maintain as we age.

I know that if I can just motivate myself to do this at least three times a week, if not everyday, my body
will thank me. I will be able to go on that long hike when I make landfall and not be gasping for breath.
There are lots of other things you can do to keep fit: yoga as well as using dynabands come to mind and I
have even seen a stationary bike mounted in a sailboat. Then there are always the winches to grind when
making sail adjustments. A fellow Bluewater cruiser told me he used to do step ups from the cockpit floor
to the seat to get his blood moving.
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Ocean passages do not need to be passive. Hopefully you can figure out some way to maintain your
fitness levels and have some fun as well. Aerobics at sea, indeed!

About The Author

Ann Lange

Cat's-Paw IV - Fast Passage, 40, Cutter rigged

Members of the VI Chapter and the Fleet of 2006, Ann and Barry completed their circumnavigation in
May 2017, when they returned to Golfito, Costa Rica. The winter of 2018 saw them bring Cat’s-Paw IV
up the Pacific coast of Central America and sail into the Sea of Cortez. They plan to be snowbirds for a
few years, wintering in Mexico.

_______________________________________________
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2018 Swiftsure Adventure

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/2018-swiftsure-adventure/

Sailing is an exquisite way to enjoy the treasures of our world. Camaraderie, tranquillity and adventure all
abound as one gets underway. Many of us are first inspired by racing our boats. Racing fuels the desire to
sail further. Racing taught me how to handle most weather conditions without fear. For the fearsome
conditions, racing taught me to do everything possible to avoid them. Racing forced me to learn how to
deal with emergencies and react quickly and decisively under pressure. Spending a few years racing your
boat is excellent preparation for offshore sailing.

After returning from offshore sailing, racing seemed so flash in the pan and hardly worth the bother. Even
so, I understand how round-the-buoy races fit so nicely into the modern busy lifestyle and can be tons of
fun. The longer races offer a bit more adventure – and remembering the camaraderie and great parties, I
can sometimes be enticed!

Sailing the 75th Anniversary Swiftsure Regatta this year was very exciting. I had sailed in the 50th
Anniversary, a short – ahem – time ago, so it seemed a good idea. We sailed in this year’s 80-mile Juan
de Fuca / Ian Farrier memorial race. Mustang Sally is an offshore cruising catamaran, not particularly
fast, but she can handle most conditions and is a lot of fun to sail. Swiftsure camaraderie is a big factor
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and the pre- and post-race activities were delightful.

I mustered a strong crew, consisting of Cathy and Rick Greenen, Stuart Kerr, Dennis Pickard, and Jamie
Mckerrow. They did all the hard work and made the regatta fun for everyone aboard. Sharon – my sweet
wife – helped with the prep work, and I beavered away for a couple of weeks prior, getting the boat
systems tuned up and ready for racing.

 Multi-hull start line

Sub-gale (20-30 knots) winds were predicted, but we soon found more wind than that. There were about
180 boats registered, including a record multihull contingent with 16 boats. You can imagine the start was
organized chaos. I was late to the start, but my crew worked hard getting the boat to Race Passage and we
bashed our way through. The big winds gave us enough power and boat speed to push through the
contrary currents.

Tacking up the Canadian side of the Strait was tough. When the 1st reefing line chaffed through, the
boom dropped and cracked Cathy on the head. Just bruised thank goodness. The second reef was the
quick solution and it proved no speed hindrance with wind speeds gusting in the high 30s. Mustang Sally
was bucking and bouncing like a wild stallion as we bashed through the wind and waves. After an hour or
so of tacking, with poor westerly progress, I decided conditions looked better on the south side.

As we sailed across Juan de Fuca Strait, the winds lifted us nicely and eased a bit, allowing better
westerly progress. But the seas were building, and a tidal change was creating rough wind over tide
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conditions. Onward! Approaching the turning mark at Callum Bay, we found the committee boat tucked
in tight to the shore to avoid the wind and waves. The wind dropped as we rounded with barely enough
breeze to move the boat.

 Mustang Sally’s tracks

It was all sweet relief as we headed downwind back to Victoria. After launching the stallion (a big
asymmetrical spinnaker), and shaking out the reefs, we were soon sailing comfortably north east and back
across the Strait toward the bigger winds. The boat settled down to a steady rhythm. Only the helmsmen
and trimmers worked to keep the boat moving and on course. Hot soup for supper warmed the crew as we
prepared for the dark downwind reach back to Victoria.

As the sun set in the west, sailing in the gloaming was breathtaking. The moon lit up the mountains and
seascapes in a soft ghostly glow. The sea was streaked with a broad beam of shining silver from the light
of the moon. Only a few of the brightest stars were visible in the over powering near-full moon light.

As we sailed rushing through the sea, the two hulls made sweet sounds like two gushing waterfalls. There
was a surreal feeling as some of the other boats appeared out of the the night. Passing us close by then
disappearing into the night, marked only by their navigation lights and the residual eerie outline of their
sails.

With Stuart on the helm, a following sea and wind, we thread the needle through Race Passage and swing
north towards Victoria. With the wind going aft and failing, I consider changing to the big, light
downwind spinnaker, but we are only a few miles out and the crew is tired and stiff in the cool Pacific air.
We are moving, and it won’t make any difference if we are quicker, so we just hang in there and ride
with the less efficient sail. Finished at 2:10 AM.
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 3 Cats resting in the warm after glow of a wild romp in the Juan de Fuca

It was tough, but an excellent day and night of sailing. A good ride and a good time with good friends in
an awesome setting. Thanks to the Royal Victoria Yacht Club and the City of Victoria for hosting.

After the race, the Kracken was released – but that is just another sailor’s rum story.

Feature photo credit: copyright by Bob Law

About The Author

Rae Simpson

Mustang Sally - Pro Kennex Catamaran 43

Rae is a long time BCA member, joining sometime in the last century. Rae and his sweetheart – Sharon –
sailed Mustang Sally south down the three Americas, then west across the South Pacific. In 2017 they
sailed in the Broughtons and Haida Gwaii. They continue to enjoy mostly local cruising, occasional
racing and writing from exotic north east Pacific locations.
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